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Abstract
This is a report of findings from on-going language documentation research based on three consecutive projects from 2008 to 2016. In
the light of this research, we propose that (1) we should stand on the side of language resource producers to enhance the research of
language processing. We support personal data management in addition to social data sharing. (2) This support leads to adopting simple
data formats instead of the multi-link-path data models proposed as international standards up to the present. (3) We should set up a
framework for total language resource study that includes not only pivotal data formats such as standard formats, but also the surroundings
of data formation to capture a wider range of language activities, e.g. annotation, hesitant language formation, and reference-referent
relations. A study of this framework is expected to be a foundation of rebuilding man-machine interface studies in which we seek to
observe generative processes of informational symbols in order to establish a high affinity interface in regard to documentation.
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1. Introduction
A study of making, sharing, and using language resources
began from a digitization project conducted by R.Busa,
1949(Busa, 1951), from then, the digitization of language
resources has presented many challenges(Greenberger,
1964), and this has become a central theme of our research.
Nowadays most information is born-digital, and language
resources also have already been digitized. In this digi-
tal era, the main focus of language resource studies seems
to have been changing from creating language resources
to exploring how they can be shared and used. However,
even if information is pervasive in a digital format, we can
only generate information via a physical interface. Digi-
tal environments have developed and improved the quality
of output information from a system and consequently also
the output interface from the system. However, we need
a physical interface to enter data and, as is often the case,
the interface is not designed with a view of users in a digital
system and we are required to fit with the interface a system
provides.1 In this case, we have to change in our plans, data,
processes, and sometimes philosophy on entering data, in
conformity with requirements from the system. This is one
of the reasons why language documentation has been ex-
pected in linguistics(Gippert et al., 2006). Language docu-
mentation is not an activity that people unacquainted with
technologies or computers try to learn them with support
from computer scientists, but a study that linguists seek for
a way of using computers as data-input tools that computer
scientists have overlooked for a long time unconsciously.
In this paper, firstly, we report our projects on language
documentation from 2008 to 2016 and, as findings from

1In the mechanical era, man-machine interfaces had been cul-
tivated through many experiments. However, in the digital era,
the quality of man-machine interface, tends to be out of the main
focus of academic research and, unfortunately, seems to be a field
for gimmicks.

the studies, importance of personal diachronic data man-
agement. Following this, we present two data formats for
personal diachronic data management and some criteria as
practical measures for descriptive linguists. And finally, we
report our on-going research on description environments
and a study of a description model.

2. Experiments of Language Documentation
Research

From 2008, we began research in language documenta-
tion, especially on North-East Eurasian languages, under
the project LingDy supported by Tokyo University of For-
eign Studies.2 The purpose of this project was to help lin-
guists start learning data management in accordance with
language documentation research(Gippert et al., 2006), and
to address problems in the adaptation of the protocols pro-
posed in language documentation studies. The objective of
this project was in a way to promote data sharing among
an academic society and language communities. We made
two types of original XML schemes, stored language data
into a database server with the Berkeley DB XML engine,
and checked feasibility of the schemes as standard formats
of language resources used by descriptive linguists(Ohya,
2009; Ohya, 2011). At the end of this project in 2010,
we concluded that the multi-link-path data scheme is not
beneficial for linguists or data managers because data con-
version for the data in this scheme requires more steps than
the data conversion in old or simple formats. These findings
were unexpected, because the schemes have been proposed
by authentic international organizations. The multi-link-
path scheme in XML has been regarded as having the ad-
vantages of separating definitions of units and structures of
data, and has been recommended as a pivotal data scheme
that contributes to data sharing. However, as we demon-

2http://lingdy.aacore.jp/en/
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strated in (Ohya, 2015b), this type of scheme presents a dif-
ficulty in multi-link-path management, a primary data con-
straint and an obstacle to reusing primary or terminal data
and annotation or non-terminal data. This results in one-
way only data conversion from personal data in multiple
formats to the pivotal data stored in archives, which means
the opposite directional data conversion is more difficult
than the pivotal format advocators indicate. We regarded it
as a serious problem that language data in this scheme is al-
most impossible to be reused in personal data management.
In public archives, re-usability of stored data should be en-
sured not only for other researchers but also for producers
of language resources. Without the benefits of conducting
archiving processes in linguists’ data management, it would
be hard for linguists or producers of language resources to
have a prospect to integrate their personal data management
mechanisms with public archives.3

Based on these observations and results, we started a sec-
ond project supported by Grants-in-Aid for Science Re-
search in Japan from 2010 to 2014(Ohya, 2011). In this
project, we used FLEx4 as an application for entering lan-
guage resources instead of ToolBox5 used in the previous
project, because it seemed to be a trend among descrip-
tive or field linguists at that time. We examined linguists’
field notes in order to ascertain behaviours in data man-
agement processes. We expected to find clues to support
personal data management. One result, which is actually
a by-product, is that we (re)confirmed that linguists have
many language resources which are potentially available to
other researchers but actually not yet ready to be accessed.
Language resources we can use form only the tip of the ice-
berg that is stored in linguists’ personal archives. So far this
state of data has not been regarded as a problem with sys-
tems. Of course, in any research activities, there is much
more working data than published data. In a science study,
it is a rare case that primary data is itself published, because
it is often huge, sometimes includes noise, and is hard to
be interpreted directly. Secondary data usually works as
prime data in publication. On the other hand, in a language
study, primary data itself is prime data in publication. Es-
pecially, in descriptive linguistics, sound data recorded in
a field and the dictated texts are primary data in a study
and also prime data in publication. As we confirmed in the
previous project, the formats proposed as standards have
serious drawbacks and, to compensate for them, linguists
are required to fulfill many requirements in their actions,
e.g. converting their data into other data formats, provid-
ing metadata, documenting file naming rules, converting
their data to match with a standard, using a common plat-
form, uploading their data to archives immediately, and so
on(Thieverger, 2012). It is often a laborious process. The
ways proposed by computer scientists or standard creators
seem to lead linguists into new and difficult territory. In-
deed, their proposals seem to fail to improve linguists’ per-

3Here we do not discuss a problem relating to responsibility
linguists have for language communities, or for openness of peer-
review systems. This is a problem on a data-flow mechanism of
information systems.

4http://fieldworks.sil.org/flex/
5http://www.sil.org/computing/catalog/show software.asp?id=79

sonal data management environments. Therefore, in order
to make the language resources in personal environments
publically available, to be used in language processing re-
search, we suggest the need to seek a way to establish a con-
sistent data management model from entering data through
personal data management to storing it in public archives.
In other words, supporting personal diachronic data man-
agement may lead to fostering social synchronic data shar-
ing. Thus, in our next project, began in 2014, we have
studied not only a data format but also a data management
model.
Note that we do not take a stance that language resources
can be fully generated without linguists. Some researchers
in language processing studies seem to regard language re-
sources as being generated automatically without human
intelligence. Such a viewpoint may certainly appear rea-
sonable in cases where targeted language has a community
on a large scale, and research targets can be inferred accord-
ing to the mean of distribution, or when research interest is
not in language itself but in human behaviors. However,
on the other hand , we are fundamentally interested in lan-
guage itself and the way it is realized.

3. Data Format Model for Personal
Diachronic Data Sharing

In the on-going project, supported by Grants-in-Aid for Sci-
ence Research in Japan from 2014 to 2016, we have stud-
ied a data format for language resources, especially (a) an-
notated text data and (b) time information, to connect (a)
and (b) in field notes or working data in application soft-
ware. From interviews with linguists, we present the fol-
lowing findings: (1) Linguists are using well-used appli-
cations such as ToolBox, FLEx, ELAN6 and such to pro-
duce final data to be issued or recorded to confirm their re-
search attainment. (2) A large proportion of data except that
which is stored in applications, is preserved in field notes,
or is recorded as plain text data when the linguist has con-
siderable knowledge about computers. And other ordinary
linguists are eager to know the ways to handle language
data with computers, and consult a language documenta-
tion study. (3) However, even linguists using text data for
their primary data are uncertain of a way to write annotation
in text data and relate it to the referred description. They
use applications such as Excel, ToolBox, FLEx and such to
the extent of needing connectivity or validity as processable
data(Durand et al., 2014). (4) The relation between sound
and the text data is kept or ensured by linguists’ recognition
according to these file names. It is a rare case to make a file
of metadata to describe the relation. In a sense, new digital
tools may make linguists confused and may not contribute
to the promotion of data sharing.
From these observations, we set the following targets to re-
search: (1) To ensure that text data which linguists produce
is available as it is or with a little additional process in con-
verting into other data formats in the future, we must show
linguists simple design criteria in order to check their data
structure or alignments of data units in the text data. (2)
To ensure the connection of sound and text data without

6https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan
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depending on specific applications, we have to establish a
simple system of data management especially for time in-
formation and IDs.

3.1. Model for Interlinear Style
As an idea of coping with the aforementioned first require-
ment, we set simple design criterion for making text data
with a simple syntax. The simple design criterion is a
model of data formats. In this sense, we take a stance to
advocate sharing models or semantics instead of schemes
or syntax in order to ensure personal diachronic data shar-
ing.
As a model for a basic form used in a so-called interlin-
ear style familiar to linguists, for example, we propose the
followings.
Syntax:

CORPUS := SNT+;

SNT := AL,ANN+, AAL+, ER;

ANN := ({any strings}, DLM)+;

AL|AAL := {any strings};
ER := {empty record};
DLM := {delimiters such as space};

Constraint: any units of the same type in a parent unit have
the same number of child units.
SNT is a data unit at a level of sentences, which consists
of annotated line(AL), annotations(ANN), alternative anno-
tated line(AAL), and an empty record(ER). In this model,
ANN is list data, in which each cell is manifested by a
delimiter(DLM). According to the constraint, in each sen-
tence level, the numbers of sub-parts of an annotation are
the same in all the annotations of the sentence. And, the
number of ALL is the same in all the SNTs.
This kind of simple criteria is easy for linguists to adopt
in their activities of making and checking their data. Fur-
thermore, providing an application to check this constraint
will help them concentrate on their own work. This con-
straint ensures their data to be used to do ordinary require-
ments they expect even in any kind of schemes the data has.
However, this criterion does not apply to the full processes
that would be requested in the future. For example, this
criterion does not ensure a process to specify the order of
units or to select the same type of morphemes. If there is
a possibility that more sophisticated processes are expected
in the future, linguists need to adopt more constraints, e.g.
rules for ID management. Preparing this kind of sets of
syntax models and criteria is expected to succeed in reas-
suring linguists about the lifespan of their data. Computer
scientists’ work is providing multiple kinds of conversion
services based on the models, the criteria, and actual data
shcmes linguists use to ensure the lifespan of the data.

3.2. Model for Time Information
As an idea of coping with the aforementioned second re-
quirement, we set a simple model criterion for time in-
formation that is reported in (Ohya, 2015a). This format
for time information is tentatively called GIST; a format

of general information of sub-time for linguistics. This for-
mat is a set of records consisting of identifiers of time-based
objects in super-set order. Each identifier of time-based ob-
jects is a super or sub element of the adjacent elements,
thus this format can be regarded as for indicating sub-time
information. The identifiers are an ID or an equivalent of it
such as a file name, or a pair of time information with start
and end time-stamp.

3.2.1. Syntax
A syntax of GIST is defined as follows.

GIST := I+;

I := (N |T )+;

N := NAME;

T := (TIME, TIME);

TIME := hh : mm : ss([., ]d+)?;

NAME := {any strings};

N and T are identifiers(I) of time-based objects. N is
a name and T is a pair of time-stamps represented by
[hh]:[mm]:[ss] style that is similar to a part of times in ISO
8601 format, and [ss] can be extended with a comma or dot
and decimal fractions. A name for N is a string of charac-
ters for the time being.

3.2.2. Semantics
Semantics of GIST is simple: a left object is a super ob-
ject of a right object in a sequence of objects. An object
is indicated by an identifier, which can be a name(N) or a
pair of time-stamps(T). Given an object is denoted by an
identifier(I), semantics of GIST is defined as follows.

[[I1I2]] := I1 ⊇ I2

If I is expanded into N or T, expressions with a name and a
pair of time-stamps are as follows.

[[N1N2]] := N1 ⊇ N2

[[NT ]] := N ⊇ T

[[TN ]] := T ⊇ N

[[T1T2]] := T1 ⊇ T2

3.2.3. Sample Implementation
As sample applications using this GIST format, we made
software Sclip(sound clip)7 that cuts out a part of the sound
according to instructions in a GIST format. Provided the
following instructions and a shared sound data file are there,

00:00:01.2,00:00:50.3,file1.wav
00:00:01.2,00:00:50.3,00:00:00,00:00:15,file2.wav
00:00:01.2,00:00:50.3
00:00:01.2,00:00:50.3,00:00:00,00:00:15
00:00:02.2,00:00:50.3,file4.wav,00:00:01.2,00:00:10.32

the sclip makes a new sound file named file1.wav from the
shared sound file according to the first record, and a new
sound data of file2.wav from 00:00:01.2 to 00:00:16.2 in
the shared sound data according to the second record. If
there is no name at the final item in a record, the sclip de-
fines a file name automatically and saves a result of partial

7https://sites.google.com/site/lingdytextarchive/software
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sound data. The functions of extracting a part of sound from
a sound object and giving a name to a part of sound are it-
eratively activated while corresponding to rules in GIST.

3.2.4. Inconvenience of GIST
Using this GIST format has the inconvenience of requiring
a system of ID management to realize the expected envi-
ronment of data management. For example, a metadata file
that indicates information about connection between a file
in a GIST format and the targeted annotation data file re-
quires an implementation to resolve IDs used in the file.
So far, it has been taken for granted that software of multi-
media players is used to ensure the relationship. However,
in order to make sound data as primary data in linguistics,
sound data should ideally be independent from any appli-
cation environments. Thus, we adopt a plain text format
and minimum data scheme in GIST. But, on the other hand,
our solution with GIST presupposes the existence of ID-
resolving services. So, it can be said that this approach is
the second best solution to seek for trade-offs between ac-
tual computational environments and the needs of linguists.
And, a trade-off point usually changes as an environment
does.

4. Environment of Description
In our three projects we have confirmed that using a com-
mon application among linguists is an unrealistic solution
and using a shared scheme such a standard proposed as
multi-link-path model, is also unrealistic or at least unsuit-
able for linguists. Thus, we have proposed the necessity
of data conversion services to support linguists instead of a
common standard format, and an idea of sharing a common
model to ensure data sharing. However, it is also true that
our proposals do not seem to be perfectly in tune with our
purposes of supporting personal data management activi-
ties that ensures long-life data, or diachronic data sharing,
because any ID-resolution system needed for a proposal is
difficult to be regarded as a lifelong service. Therefore,
we decided to reconstruct our research approaches from
scratch. We changed our research focus from a data man-
agement system to the way how linguists produce language
resources.
In the first place, we started examining how linguists, es-
pecially engaged in descriptive or field linguistics, denote,
define, and enter language data in field notes and on com-
puters. In interviewing informants and observing language
activities, linguists in a field often record language infor-
mation on a field note as in Fig.1.
In the field note we can find traces which show how lin-
guists struggled with keeping the information they noticed
or their thinking at a particular moment, e.g. precise dicta-
tion, clear correction, distinctively noted comments, work-
ing records, and unconscious or uncoded conscious limita-
tion of information on a page. These ways and techniques
are usually mastered by linguists through their experiences
in a field and from a limited amount of knowledge gathered
from books or lectures. These kinds of traces can be seen
not only in a field note, but also in the behavior of active
readings. For example, in reading books, we sometimes
underline a word or a phrase to indicate something, and if

Figure 1: A page of a field note

we want to clear up the reason, we add special marks like
asterisks or comments near to the line, or we make a line as
a link to indicate the connection(Marshall, 2010; Pearson
et al., 2014). Within the limitation of two dimensions we
seem to be using common strategies to denote information.
If we can set a frame for overall language activities to ob-
serve states of information generation, it will be possible to
capture a wider range of language activities with a simple
principle.
In all these states of description, we can see types of anno-
tations and ways of generating annotations. In the present
project, we are seeking a general description model that re-
flects all these states of description based on a principle that
has been tested in a study of markup or meta languages.
From a linguistic viewpoint, language data based on this
model can be expected to reflect a principle of language dy-
namics or movements(Coseriu and Geckeler, 1981). From
a viewpoint of an annotation study, this general model can
bridge the gap between the so-called data-centric approach
and the so-called document-centric approach(Landow and
Delany, 1993). This model can make it possible to record
diachronic data movements and also provide criteria to esti-
mate what function the present plain text will be applied to
after additional processing in some applications, a process
which is important for language documentation.

5. Frame of Description Study
In order to establish a general description model, as a work-
ing hypothesis, we set three phases: (1) an embodying
phase, (2) an engraving phase, and (3) an encoding phase.
In the embodying phase, we observe data-making processes
in time sequence, like entering, revising, filling, normal-
izing, and so on. This phase can be regarded as a field
for processes of how to determine data units. It is a di-
achronic study of descriptive examination. As a sub-field of
this phase, we presume seven steps: entering data, setting a
temporary data unit, examining data units, supplying miss-
ing data, setting a data structure, data validation, and data
conversion. These kinds of processes in this phase have
been studied in software engineering and system science.
In the engraving phase, we observe ways of adding infor-
mation like establishing reference-referent relations, anno-
tating, anchoring, and so on. This phase can be regarded as
a field for ways to denote information. It is a synchronic
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study of descriptive examination. As a sub-field of this
phase, we presume five types: (a) annotation by characters,
(b) annotation by non-characters, (c) indicating a place of
annotation, (d) combinations of the previous type a, b and c,
and (e) combinations of the type d and a reference-referent
relation or link. In annotations as a result of active readings
and in descriptions on fieldnotes, we can find traces of ac-
tivities in this phase. Traces of these activities have been re-
garded as demonstrating personal techniques of their work-
ing style and have not been regarded as a target to examine
a limit of information capacity on a medium or a limit of
abstraction of informational representation on a medium.
In the encoding phase, we observe rules of descriptions like
syntax, instance patterns, abstract data models, and so on.
This is a study of markup language itself. It is just a field
of a formal (meta)language study. As a sub-field of this
phase, we presume four steps: syntax, descriptive rules,
set phrases, and descriptive style(Ohya, 2001). This phase
has been studied in part in meta-language research, or digi-
tal humanities especially text-encoding research. However,
they have not regarded physical traces of annotation on pa-
per as a kind of realization of a unit of information in an
engraving phase and relating the syntax of annotation in an
encoding phase. For example, reference-referent relations
appear both in signs on a engraving phase and syntax of ID-
IDREFS descriptions on a encoding phase, and they seem
to be in the same kind of classification.

5.1. Example
As examples of analysis on the description frame, we ob-
serve three enlarged parts of the Fig.1. In Fig.2, we can see
a phase of entering data and concurrent revision.

Figure 2: Sample 1

The first three letter are deleted after initial writing of dic-
tation and at the same time the two new letters with dot
leaders added with uncertainty as a kind of annotation. In
terms of an embodying phase, we can see two kinds of en-
tering data and one supplying data processes. In terms of
an engraving phase, we can see the type a and c.
In Fig.3 we can see another step of entering data, in which
a linguist adds annotations in red ink(the bottom-right) and
revises the data denoted previously in red ink(the double
strikeout).

Figure 3: Sample 2

This linguist tends to use the same color to indicate the

same stage of description level in a time sequence. In terms
of an embodying phase, we can see two kinds of entering
data processes. In terms of an engraving phase, we can see
the type a and c.
The difference between descriptions in Fig.2 and 3 is not
in a process level but in a semantic or model level. Fig.3
includes descriptions of so-called linguistic annotation at
the second data entering process in an embodying phase.
This observation indicates that in addition to models for
description processes like an embodying phase and for ap-
pearances like an engraving phase, we need a model for se-
mantic objects that are possibly targets of processes. How-
ever, since a data unit is usually defined through some pro-
cesses in embodying and engraving processes, assignment
from objects in the two phases to one in a semantic model
has to be applicable to a change of unit or type.8

In Fig.4 we can see another new step of entering data that
is another kind of annotation written in blue ink(the top-left
third line). This linguist revises the second step descrip-
tions at this third step with the third color(the bottom-left
second line). And we can see a mark of place for some-
thing relating annotation, which is indicated as a line mark
in yellow highlight ink(between the left second and third,
and the right first and second lines from the bottom up).

Figure 4: Sample 3

In terms of an embodying phase, we can see at least five
kinds of entering data processes. In terms of an engraving
phase, we can see the type a, c, and e.
Fig.4 is very informative for computer scientists and engi-
neers. For example, in this case, the third data entering and
abstraction level of semantics can be regarded as provid-
ing a clue about the timing of defining data units, and also
new findings that have not been confirmed until then. At
this time, a data unit is defined and the other would-be data
units are supplied with this data unit.
At present, we are examining the embodying phase with
types of annotations and ways of generating annotations ob-
served in field notes and annotations during active reading.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have only began our examination of embodying and
engraving phases of our description model in field notes.
We realize the need for more variations of descriptions and
more field notes we examine. However, this is not achieved

8We are now examining timing of defining data units in field
notes. The timing of defining data units seems to be different in
conjunction with a limit of abstraction level on semantics. This
changes depending on linguists which means a style of descrip-
tions.
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by enlarging the sale of research. It requires careful con-
sideration in order to accomplish it. Basically, field notes
are usually personal memoranda, which include informa-
tion that is not readily disseminated. For example, as we
observed in Fig.4, sometimes an outer edge of linguist’s
knowledge is exposed in a field note. And, descriptions in
a field note potentially contain a negative influence to field
work in a questioning style and a social relation especially
when informants of the language resources find out the de-
scriptions, for they become to know intentions the linguist
had at that time. Therefore, we need a circumspect plan to
proceed this study. On the other hand, it is true that we have
a good response from the observation and potential of this
research frame to bring a clear perspective for generative
states of information in descriptions. We plan to confirm
sub-fields of each phase by the end of the current project.9
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